It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework
(Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all
understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate
their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes
which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same
three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should
use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an
effective way of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the
previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the
impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the
summer term or by 31st July 2020 at the latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website
throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are
using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be
posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the
31st July 2020. To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

BURGHFIELD ST MARY’S C OF E (CONTROLLED)
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Theale Road
Burghfield Village
Reading Berkshire
RG30 3TX

Evidencing the Impact of the Primary PE and Sport Premium
Academic year 2019-20
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Key achievements to date until July 2020:








Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

Broad range of sports being offered at school PE-lessons by bringing in
external specialist sports coaches.
At KS2 level every other lesson is led by sports coaches, and the other
by KS2 teachers. This provides excellent opportunities for our teachers
to put their learning into practice.
A new skills-based PE curriculum has been devised by the school’s PEcoordinator, and shared with the external sports coaches.
All junior pupils undertaking the daily mile/15 minutes of
walking/running every school day.
Increased participation in competitive sport through the school
entering more tournaments and competitions.
Girls’ footballing skills have been developed through lunchtime football
clubs.
The coaching company now offers pupil assessments.






Maintaining current sports provision
Continue to encourage participation by pupils not currently doing
sports
Local sports competitions and tournaments to be favoured to enable
more pupils to take part.
Covid-19 school closure has meant that the school was unable to run
some sporting activities planned:
o The annual year 6 residential trip featuring sports activities
such as climbing, abseiling, and archery.
o Summer Olympics 2020 themed activities
o This year’s swimming lessons scheduled for the summer term
o Sports Day 2020

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school at the end of the summer term 2020.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?
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81% (Unable to swim 2020 due to
Covid-19 closure. Statistics from
2019.)
39% (Unable to swim 2020 due to
Covid-19 closure. Statistics from
2019.)

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 39% (Unable to swim 2020 due to
Covid-19 closure. Statistics from
2019.)
Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming No – no swimming lessons in 19/20
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this due to Covid-19 closure.
way?
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Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2019/20

Total fund allocated: £17,850
Date Updated: 13.07.2020
Total spend: £12,115
Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
2%
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 Continue the Daily Mile during
every school day for KS2
pupils. This ensures they are
undertaking at least 15
minutes of additional activity
per day.



Encourage more structured
physical play at lunch times to
increase pupils’ physical
activity. Encourage older
pupils to take responsibility for
games.
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Implementatio
n
Make sure your actions to achieve Funding
are linked to your intentions:
allocated:







Use the school field when £0
weather conditions allow;
other times cordon off part
of playground to use as
track.
Allocate 15 minutes of
lesson time following break
time for the Daily Mile.

Some Year 5 and 6 pupils
have been nominated as
Play Leaders, who have
been organising and leading
games at break time.
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Impact
Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:


Feedback from both
teachers and students
confirms the Daily Mile
allows pupils time to calm
down after break time
with any arguments
dissipating before going
back to the classroom.
Pupils tend to focus
better on their work after
the daily mile.



The pupil play leaders
have enjoyed the
responsibility and their
enthusiasm has
encouraged younger

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:



The daily mile activity is
to be continued for the
foreseeable future due
to its popularity and
ease of organisation.
Social distancing
guidelines and Covid-19
safety measures will
have to be taken into
consideration in the
academic year 20/21.



The Play Leaders
arrangement is very
much enjoyed by the
pupils and therefore
very sustainable, social
distancing guidelines

children to take part.

allowing.




Encourage enjoyable, fun
physical activity during break
times by introducing new
fitness equipment.



Outdoor gym equipment to £285
be installed on the school
site and available for pupils
to use at break time.



Keep nominating new
play leaders each
academic year.

The gym equipment
installation has been
delayed until the next
academic year. A supplier
has been engaged and
pre-planning advice
sought from West
Berkshire planning.
Further cost anticipated
to be £4,871, which will
be carried forward from
the academic year 19/20
funding.
Percentage of total allocation:
Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
0%
Intent
Implementatio
Impact
n
Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to achieve Funding
Evidence of impact: what do
Sustainability and suggested
what you want the pupils to know
are linked to your intentions:
allocated:
pupils now know and what
next steps:
and be able to do and about
can they now do? What has
changed?:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
£0
 Encourage more pupils to take
 Sporting achievements
 This academic year
 In normal circumstances
part in sports by highlighting
within school or outside of
hundreds of certificates
this is easily sustainable.
and celebrating all sports
school to be highlighted in
for reaching the
However, Covid-19
achievements.
the weekly assemblies.
25/50/75/100/125 -mile
social distancing
targets have been
measures mean that
o Weekly children’s
awarded.
school assemblies and
 Head Teacher to award
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assembly used to
celebrate sports
achievements



certificates for every 25
miles walked/run during the
daily mile activity in
assembly.


Head Teacher to also
awards certificates for other
sports achievements

o School newsletter



Highlight school teams’
match results and other
sport related achievements
in the monthly school
newsletter.

o Achievements Board to
showcase sporting
achievements.



Keep achievements board
regularly updated.



Celebrate achievements on
the School website

Play Leader scheme and whole
school events such as the Daily
Mile, themed sports activities,
and the Sports Day to be used
to encourage cross-year group
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sports competitions are
unlikely to take place in
the immediate future.



Achievements Board is
updated on a regular
basis.



School Website has
section dedicated to
Sports /Achievements.
This section currently
includes pictures from
Sports Day 2019 (2020
cancelled), a ten-pin
bowling event, a girls
football tournament, and
a dodgeball festival.



The whole school took
part in a sponsored
fitness circuit event in
March 2020 led by GB
athlete Luke Delahunty.

interaction and cohesion, with
improved behaviour and
school spirit as the ultimate
goals.
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The Covid-19 school
closure and current social
distancing requirements
have meant that Sports
Day and Tokyo Olympics
2020 themed sporting
activities could not go
ahead. The Daily Mile has
had to be suspended.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
0%

Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to
what you want the pupils to know
achieve are linked to your
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 Update and improve the
 PE-sessions to be run in
teaching staff’s PE knowledge
turn by coaches and class
and sports skills by running PEteachers to take full
sessions together with
advantage of learning
external sports coaches.
opportunities.




A PE co-ordinator role to
organise sports events, attend
competitions with school
teams and ensure school has
the right sports equipment
available.
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Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

£0
(see Key
Indicator 4 for
funding
allocated to
bringing in
A variety of different sports external
to be included to increase coaches to PEsessions)
staff knowledge of rules
and best practices.



Ensure PE co-ordinator has
sufficient resources and
time available to manage
role requirements.



Miss Thom has been
nominated to be the
school’s PE co-ordinator.



Head Teacher is actively
involved with the Youth
Sports Trust as a West
Berkshire HT
representative.
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Improved subject
knowledge for teaching
staff.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:



Continue taking
advantage of joint PEsessions with sports
coaches.



In the future teachers
will be able to run PE
sessions covering a
wide variety of sports
independently.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent

Percentage of total allocation:
96%

Implementation

Impact

Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 Offer a wide variety of sports
during weekly PE-sessions, which
are run together with external
sports coaches.

Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:


£9,815 (coaching
Sports coaches from an
sessions)
external company are
involved in PE-sessions
alongside staff to provide
specialist subject knowledge.



Sports included in PEsessions this year include
tag rugby, dance, hockey,
circuit training, gymnastics,
athletics, tennis, cricket
and dodge ball.



Offer a range of sports based
after school clubs, both
externally and internally run.



Provide school hall/sports
field free of charge for
external club providers to
encourage the running of
after school clubs.



Clubs include Judo,
Multisport, Football,
Gymnastics and
Hockey/Netball.



Run two school funded lunchtime football clubs to make
additional sports activity more
easily accessible.




Continue arrangement with £1,760 (lunchsports coaching company to time clubs)
provide lunch-time clubs.




Run Tokyo Olympics 2020
themed activities during the
summer term to encourage
pupils to try out different sports.
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Identify activities to be
included, and find activity
providers willing to take part
either on a voluntary basis or
at a cost.
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Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:



All PE-sessions run by
external coaches
include a staff member
working alongside
them. This improves
their PE teaching skills
and their confidence in
delivering PE sessions
requiring more
technical sports
knowledge.

Bikeability training for year
6 was arranged during
summer 2020.



Sustainability of current
coaching arrangements
depends fully on
continued PE & Sports
funding.

The Covid-19 school
closure and current social
distancing requirements
have meant that Tokyo
Olympics 2020 themed
sporting activities could
not go ahead.



Swimming lessons and
themed activities for
the whole school will
need be suspended
until the relaxation of
Covid-19 safety
measures and social
distancing guidelines.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
1%

Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to
what you want the pupils to know
achieve are linked to your
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 Enroll school teams in more
 Join the Newbury and
sports tournaments, leagues
District Primary School
and competitions to offer
Football Association 19-20
pupils the chance to take part
season.
in competitive sport.


Encourage more girls to
compete in sports.



Also encourage boys to take
part in traditionally female
dominated sports such as
netball and gymnastics by
running mixed
clubs/tournaments.





Encourage pupils who
haven’t participated in
competitive sports to take
part by offering new sports.
Arrange to take part in
competitions/tournaments
held locally to enable more
pupils to take part without
transportation issues.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

£130

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:


The following
events/competitions were
attended by school pupils:





Year 3/4 sitting volleyball
KS1 multi-skills
Year 5/6 alternative
olympics
Year 5/6 football festival
Year 5/6 archery
KS1 and 2 bowling
competitions
Year 5/6 high five netball
Year 5/6 boys indoor 5-aside tournament
Year 5/6 Girls indoor 5-aside tournament
Year 3/4 boys indoor 5-aside tournament
Yr 3/4 boys and girls’
teams took part in
Crossfields football
tournament
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Sustainability and suggested
next steps:



Local tournaments and
competitions to be
favoured to reduce
issues with transport.



Social distancing
guidelines may affect
competition season
during academic year
20-21.

Signed off by
Head Teacher:
Date:
Subject Leader: Beth Thom
Date:

16.07.2020

Governor:
Date:
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